








Remove all contents from shipping box. Release the velcro
strap holding the suana tent folded. Untwist tent, lay flat,
unfold and stand up. Completely unzip the zipper until it
releases at the bottom.

How to
Setup Relax Sauna

Instructions

Avoid Tripping! pull the zipper to the lowest point when entering or
leaving the sauna and always make sure that the cords are out of the
way while using the Relax Sauna.

Please remove metal objects such as necklaces, watches, rings, etc.
before using the Relax Sauna. It is easy for metals to transmit heat
and this may cause injury.

If the electrical wire is damaged or does not function Stop use and
contact customer service immediately.

Please avoid putting heavy objects on the electrical wire; It is not safe
when wire is distorted, pulled or bundled.

Use only an AC120V 15A independent outlet for the product "without
sharing the outlet" with other electronics.

Follow Instructions below for the use of electrical wire to avoid electric
shock and fire caused by improper use.

Relax Sauna Information

Important



The timer and holder attach to the top of the right side
support pole where the plastic reinforcment strip is on the
tent. Place the chair inside the tent and the electric cord
under the zipper and zip up a few inches.

Timer Setup Video

Attach the poles to the outside of the generators. The poles
with the protective cap go on top. Place the generators inside
the tent with the vents facing in. Pull the tent over the poles.

Pull generators away from each other untill the spring button
clasp on the frame locks.

How to set up your Relax Sauna
Instructions



Place the generators in the center of the storage bag. Place
the tent behind and the poles in front of the generators. Zip
carry bag from both sides to the top center. Fold chair seat
first the back rest. Attach velcro strap.

Remove the chair and generators. Place the tent on its back.
Fold the left side then the right so the velcro strap is out. Hold
the tent up with two hands with the folded edge on the floor.

While applying pressure downwards the tent will fold into a
figure eight pattern. Fold in half and attach the velcro strap.

How to store your Relax Sauna
Instructions
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